Nevada Union High School
Roofing a hard-to-access area
Nevada City, California
Cold-process roofing system perfect
solution for tricky project
Roofing is never easy, but sometimes
reaching the “trouble spots” can make it
even more complicated. Situations like this
call for a unique solution, from a company
such as Tremco, which has roofing systems
to meet every need.
In the case of Nevada Union High School,
the roof systems had failed and were in difficult-to-access areas. After thoroughly
examining the roofs to ascertain their condition, Tremco sales representative Don
Metzger specified Tremco’s POWERply®
POWERply MB Roofing System
Standard FR in cold-process adhesive over • Combines the advantages of pre-engineered
two composite ply sheets, also in coldcomponents with time-tested installation techprocess adhesive.
niques for a fully integrated system that offers
long-term problem management for your roof
D7 Roofing tore the existing roof systems
• Can be either hot- or cold-applied depending on
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They ensured that the decks were sound,
• Highly puncture resistant with exceptional tear
then installed new insulation board and
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finally the new POWERply roof system.
• Superior weatherproofing characteristics
This kind of project meshes perfectly with
15 Year QA Plus Warranty
Tremco Roofing’s product and installation
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roof inspections, preventive maintenexpertise. The cold-process adhesive was
ance
and
housekeeping services in specific
able to be pumped to the hard-to-access
years during the agreement’s life
roof areas; traditional hot asphalt was not
an option, since it could not be pumped
from the equipment staging area. Low-odor cold-process roofing also minimizes the disruption to
building occupancy. The POWERply system is extremely durable and completely weatherproofs the
roof areas, providing a very long-term solution. It will also withstand foot traffic from maintenance
personnel and provides better protection against vandalism. During the installation process, D7
Roofing took steps to make sure roof areas the team traveled over were not damaged.
A Tremco 15 Year QA Plus Warranty will help protect the new roof for years to come.
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